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- On September 11, 2001, 19 militants associated with the Islamic  
  extremist group al-Qaeda hijacked four airliners and carried out  
  suicide attacks against targets in the United States 
 

- Boko Haram, the Islamic extremist group based mainly in Nigeria's  
  northern states, was responsible for 6,644 deaths in 2014 
 

- Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi has been the leader of ISIS since May 2010 and  
  has occupied vast land on Iraq and Syria and massacred people 
 

- On July 5 of 2014 in Mosul, he deliver a Ramadan sermon as the first  
  caliph in generations that caused unprecedented inflow of Jihadists from  
  around the world 
 
 

- Many recent domestic Islamic terrorists have been inspired by ISIS 
 

- Muslim brotherhood penetrates high levels of US and local  
  governments to influence them and to implement Sharia law in US 

Introduction: 

What is the nature of these Islamic terrorist groups? Where do 
they come from, and what are their intentions? 
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I. Quranic Teaching on Jihad 
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I.1 Four Stages of Quranic teaching on Jihad1  

- The subject of Jihad or struggle in the cause of God is one of the major  
   themes of the Quran. 
- The Qurans recited in Mecca contained no instructions about fighting in   
   spite of the severe persecution 
- The teaching about Jihad or fighting "in the way of Allah" began to   
   develop in Medina 
- The following Qurans about Jihad are chronological order 

And have patience with what they say, and leave them with noble 
(dignity). And leave me (alone to deal with) those in possession of the 
good things of life, who (yet) deny the truth, and bear with them for a 
little while.    Quran 73:10,11  <3>  
       (be patient and bear with those who deny the truth) 

I.1.1 STAGE ONE: (IN MECCA) - NO RETALIATION 
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So leave them alone until they encounter that day of theirs, wherein 
they shall (perforce) swoon (with terror) ... And verily, for those who do 
wrong, there is another punishment besides this...Now await in 
patience the command of thy Lord, for verily thou art in Our eyes. 
    Quran 52:45,47,48  <76> 
(leave them alone and wait in patience for the Lord to punish them) 

I.1.2 STAGE TWO: (FIRST INSTRUCTION IN MEDINA)  
                                                  - DEFENSIVE FIGHTING PERMITTED 

To those against whom war is made permission is given (to fight), 
because they are wronged, and verily, Allah is most powerful for their 
aid.        Quran 22:39  <103> 
      (permission is given to go to war to defend themselves) 

Those who leave their homes in the cause of Allah, and are then slain 
or die, on them will Allah bestow verily a goodly provision.  Truly Allah 
is He who bestows the best provision.     Quran 22:58   <103> 

               (rewards for those who die in jihad) 
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I.1.3 STAGE THREE: (REVISED INSTRUCTION IN MEDINA)  
                                                  - DEFENSIVE FIGHTING COMMANDED 

Fight in the cause of Allah those who fight you, but do not transgress 
limits; for Allah loveth not transgressors. And slay them wherever ye 
catch them, and turn them out from where they have turned you out 
for tumult and oppression are worse than slaughter; But fight them 
not at the Sacred Mosque unless they (first) fight you there; but if they 
fight you, slay them. Such is the reward of those who suppress 
faith. But if they cease, Allah is oft-forgiving, most merciful. And fight 
them on until there is no more tumult or oppression, and there prevail 
justice and faith in Allah; but if they cease, let there be no hostility 
except to those who practice oppression.       Quran 2:190-193  <87> 

(Fight defensively against an attack from fellow Arab Meccan 
opponents until persecution is stopped and Islam is established) 
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Let there be no compulsion in religion… Of those who reject faith the 
patrons are the Evil Ones. From light they will lead them forth into the 
depths of darkness. They will be companions of fire, to dwell therein 
(for ever).          Quran 2:256,257   <87> 

(Don't force those defeated to become Muslims, but if they reject 
Islam they will suffer in hell.) 

Quran 8:12,13,15-18  <88> 
(cut the necks and fingers of those who opposed Allah and 
Mohammad and never turn your backs) 

Quran 8:38-42   <88> 
(Keep fighting them until they stop persecuting believers and 
until Islam is established. If they stop fighting then stop. Now, 
a fifth of all the booty belongs to Allah and His leader.) 

Quran 47:4-6  <95> 
(Cut their necks, subdue them, then be generous. Martyrs will 
receive paradise where there are rivers of water, milk, wine and 
honey plus fruits) 
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And if ye are slain, or die, in the way of Allah, forgiveness and mercy 
from Allah are far better than all they [unbelievers] could amass.       
       Quran 3:158   <89> 

... Those who have left their homes, or been driven out therefrom, or 
suffered harm in my cause, of fought or been slain, verily, I will blot 
out from them their iniquities, and admit them into gardens with 
rivers flowing beneath - a reward from the presence of Allah, and 
from His presence is the best of rewards    Quran 3:195   <89> 
         (Martyrs have their sins blotted out and go to paradise) 

Quran 61:4,11-13   <109> 
(Allah loves those who fight in His cause without wavering. He 
will give speedy victory, forgiveness of sins and admission to 
paradise to those who fight with all they have.) 

Quran 4:24   <92> 
Also prohibited are women already married, except those whom your 
Right hands possess (women caught in war). … 
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I.1.4 STAGE FOUR: (AFTER CONQUERING MECCA) - OFFENSIVE WAR 
COMMANDED TO KILL THE PAGANS AND HUMBLE THE CHRISTIANS AND 
JEWS:  

Quran 9:1-6  <113> 
(Dissolve all treaties with those pagans who haven't kept them, 
giving them four months notice. But keep your treaties with other 
idol worshipers till the end of the time agreed upon. In the future, 
make no more treaties with pagans, but kill those who do not 
receive Islam.) 

Quran 9:19-22   <113> 
(Jihad is greater than other service, and of the highest rank in the 
sight of God) 

O ye who believe! Take not the Jews and the Christians for your 
friends and protectors. They are but friends and protectors to each 
other. And he amongst you that turns to them (for friendship) is of 
them. Verily Allah guideth not a people unjust.      Quran 5:54  <112> 
(Don't befriend Jews or Christians because they are unjust and 
unreliable) 
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Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the last day, nor hold that 
forbidden which hath been forbidden by Allah and His Apostle, nor 
acknowledge the religion of truth, (even if they are) of the people of 
the Book, until they pay the jizya with willing submission, and feel 
themselves subdued. The Jews call Uzair [Ezra] a son of God, and the 
Christians call Christ the Son of God ... Allah's curse be on them ... 
(because they believe Uzair and Jesus as God). 
      Quran 9:29-31 <113> 
(fight against non-Muslims including Jews and Christians until they 
are subdued, because Allah's curse is on them) 
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I.2  Doctrine of Abrogation  

- From the previous slides we have found that there are contradictions  
  between the earlier and later Quranic teachings regarding Christians  
  Salvation and Jihad 
 

- Islamic scholars had invented the Doctrine of Abrogation to resolve  
  the contradictions based on the following Qurans 
 
Quran 2:106 <87>: "None of our revelations (verses) do we abrogate or 
cause to be forgotten, but we substitute something better or similar. 
Knowest thou not that Allah hath power over all things?“ 
 
Quran 13:39 <96>: “Allah doth blot out or confirm what he pleaseth. 
With Him is the Mother of the Book.";  
 
Quran 16:101 <70>: "When we substitute one revelation for another, - 
and Allah knows best what He reveals (in stages), - they say, ‘Thou are 
but a forger’ but most of them understand not."  
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I.2.1  Doctrine of Abrogation on Jihad – Basis for Islamic Terrorism 

Quran 73:10,11  <3>  
    (be patient and bear with those who deny the truth (Islam)) 

Quran 8:12,13,15-18  <88> 
    (cut the necks and fingers of those who opposed Allah and    
     Mohammad and never turn your backs) 
Quran 3:195   <89> 
   (Martyrs have their sins blotted out and guarantee them to go  
    to paradise) 

The Quran 73:10-11 is abrogated by the other four Qurans above.  
Therefore, Islamic terrorists have Quranic basis to kill non-Muslims as Jihad 
and take women in war as their sex slave but they are assured to go to 
Heaven 

Quran 9:29-31 <113> 
   (fight against non-Muslims including Jews and Christians until 
they are subdued, because Allah's curse is on them) 

Quran 4:24   <92> 
(You can take women in war as your concubine  (or sex slave)) 



II. Father of modern Islamic terrorism2   

Salafism 

Wahhabism Muslim Brotherhood 

(Inspiration behind every Islamic terrorist group)  
 

ISIS Al-Qaeda Al-Shabbab 

Boko Haram 

Other Islamic terror organizations 

Hamas 
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II.1  Salafism:  
 

  - Salafism is a movement which emphasizes close adherence to  
    Muhammad and the first few generations after him 
 

  - Promote aggressive Jihad for expanding Islam by the swords and  
    political dominance of Muslims over non-Muslims following the example  
    of Muhammad 
 

  - Opposes everything which is not based on the best example of  
    Muhammad 
 

  - Rejects all western thoughts including economics, education, ethic and  
    politics 
 

  - Salaf doctrine was expressed by  ibn Taymiya (1263-1328 AD) 
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II.2  Wahhabism: 
 

  - The official religious ideology of the Saudi state – a form of Salafism 
 

  - Saudi is active in funding and promoting Wahhabism all around  
    the world 
 

  - Saudi is funding for constructing mosques and teaching Salafi through  
    TV, website and  publication all over the world 
 

  - Compels Muslims to follow the religious duties (Jihad) 
 

  - Arose in 1700’s by Muhammad ibn Al’ Wahhab in Arabia 



II.3  Muslim Brotherhood: 
 

  - Strict adherence to the example and teaching of Muhammad  
           - One of Salafi movement 
           - Founded in 1928 by Hassan al-Banna 
 

  - Engage with and challenge the modern western thought 
 

  - Willing to work with other Muslims and tempering ideology with   
    pragmatism 
 

  - Has strong appeal to and actively recruits Muslim professionals and  
    intellectuals – mostly western educated 
 

 - Gaining favor in US government as a counterpart to violent  
    Islamic terrorists (ISIS, Al Queda, etc.) 
 

  - Penetrate America without violence and transform gradually  
    into Islam world ruled by Sharia law – Civilization Jihad 
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III. Ideology of ISIS3   

“Caliphate” through violence 

"One should remember that enslaving the families of the kuffar (the 
infidels) and taking their women as concubines is a firmly 
established aspect of the Shariah, or Islamic law (Quran 4:24)," the 
ISIS group says in an online magazine   

19 



- ISIS is closely identified with the jihadist wing of a branch of Sunnism  
  called Salafism 
 

- Salafis honor and emulate as the models for all behavior of Muhammad  
  and earliest adherents, including warfare, couture, family life, even  
  dentistry 
 

- Virtually every major decision and law promulgated by the ISIS follow 
  the prophecy and example of Muhammad, in punctilious detail 
 

- ISIS acknowledged Abu Musa’b al Zarqawi, the brutal head of al-Qaeda  
  in Iraq from roughly 2003 until his killing in 2006, as a more immediate  
  progenitor 
 

III.1 Devotion: 

(continue to next page) 
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- Denying the holiness of the Quran or the prophecies of Muhammad is   
  straightforward apostasy 
 

- But Zarqawi and the ISIS take the position that many other acts  
  described below can remove a Muslim from Islam including 
 

    - Selling alcohol or drugs, wearing Western clothes or shaving one’s  
       beard, voting in an election—even for a Muslim  
 

    - ISIS regards Shiism as innovation, and to innovate on the Quran is to  
      deny its initial perfection 
 

    - That means roughly 200 million Shia are marked for death 
 

    - The heads of state of every Muslim country, who have elevated man- 
      made law above Sharia law made by God are also marked for death 
 

    - Following takfiri (apostacy) doctrine, the ISIS is committed to  
      purifying the world by killing vast numbers of people 

III.1 Devotion: (continue) 
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III.2 Legitimate caliphate: 
 

- Should have territory to fully enforce Islamic law, which requires stoning,  
  slavery and amputations  
 

- Should be descended from the tribe of the Prophet, the Quraysh   
 

- Al Baghdadi satisfies all those conditions 
 

- After Baghdadi’s declaration of caliphate, a stream of jihadists began  
  flowing daily into Syria with renewed motivation 
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- All Muslims are obliged to immigrate to the territory where the caliph  
  is applying Sharia laws 
 

- Tens of thousands of foreign Muslims are thought to have immigrated  
  to the ISIS 
 

- Recruits hail from France, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Germany,    
  Holland, Australia, Indonesia, the United States, and many other places 
  

- Many have come to fight, and many intend to die 
 

- Online recruitment has also widened the demographics of the jihadist  
  community, by allowing conservative Muslim women to reach out to  
  recruiters, radicalize, and arrange passage to Syria 
 

- Through its appeals to both genders, ISIS hopes to build a  complete  
  society 
 

III.3 Territory: 
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III.4 The Apocalypse: 

For ISIS, the End of Days is a leitmotif of its propaganda 
 

- During the last years of the U.S. occupation of Iraq, the ISIS’s 
  immediate founding fathers saw signs of the end times everywhere 
 

- They were anticipating, within a year, the arrival of the Mahdi- 
  a messianic figure destined to lead the Muslims to victory before the  
  end of the world 

ISIS’s belief about the last day: 
 

- There will be only 12 legitimate caliphs, and Baghdadi is the eighth 
 

- The armies of Rome will mass to meet the armies of Islam in the Syrian  
  city of Dabiq, near Aleppo 
 

- After its battle in Dabiq, the caliphate will expand and sack Istanbul 
 

- An anti-Messiah, known in Muslim apocalyptic literature as Dajjal, will  
  come from the Khorasan region of eastern Iran and kill a vast number  
  of the  caliphate’s fighters, until just 5,000 remain, cornered in Jerusalem 

(continue to next page) 24 



- Just as Dajjal prepares to finish them off, Jesus will return to Earth,  
  spear Dajjal, and lead the Muslims to victory 
 

- ISIS has attached great importance to Dabiq 
 

- Now that it has taken Dabiq, the ISIS awaits the arrival of an enemy  
  army there, whose defeat will initiate the countdown to the apocalypse 

III.5 The Fight 

- ISIS’s goal is to establish an Islamic state that doesn’t recognize borders,  
  on the Prophetic methodology 
- ISIS has already taken up what Islamic law refers to as “offensive jihad,”  
  the forcible expansion into countries that are ruled by non-Muslims. 
- The waging of war to expand the caliphate is an essential duty of the  
  caliph 
- Islamic law permits only temporary peace treaties, lasting no longer than  
  a decade 
- To send an ambassador to the UN is to recognize an authority other than  
  God’s 

(continue to next page) 25 



- ISIS has an obligation to terrorize its enemies—a holy order to scare  
  the enemy with beheadings and crucifixions and enslavement of  
  women and children, because doing so hastens victory and avoids  
  prolonged conflict 
 

- A few “lone wolf” supporters of the ISIS have attacked Western targets,  
  and more attacks will come 
- Most of the attackers have been frustrated amateurs, unable to  
  immigrate to the caliphate because of confiscated passports or other  
  problems 

- If ISIS loses its grip on its territory in Syria and Iraq, it will cease to be a caliphate 
- Territorial authority is a requirement: without it all those oaths of allegiance are  
  no longer binding 
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IV.  Recent Islamic terrorisms in US and abroad 

Orlando Night club attack on June 12 2016: 
  - Omar Mateen 29 years old US born. Parents from Afghanistan, Raised  
    as Muslim.  
  - Since 2007, a security guard for G4S Security Solution. 
  - Divorced his wife and had gay life. 
  - Reason to attack: US involvement in destroying ISIS and killing Muslims 

 Chattanooga Attacker: 2015 
   - Muhammad Abdulazeez born in Kuwait 1990, to US in 1996, US citizen  
     in 2003. 
   - Employed with Superior Essex  as a supervisor for its Franklin office, 
   - Had drug alcoholic problem, attended mosque regularly before shooting. 
   - Searched online about martyrdom, and had been wondering whether    
     becoming a martyr would absolve him of his sins. 
   - Hours before the shooting, he texted to a friend that read, "Whosoever   
     shows enmity to a friend of mine, then I have declared war against him” 

IV.1 Domestic terrorism: 
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Fort Hood shooting 2009: 
  - Nidal Hasan, unmarried, a US army major and psychiatrist  
  - Fatally shot 13 people and injured more than 30 others 
  - Born in the United States, Hasan is a practicing Muslim, became more  
    devout after the deaths of his parents in 1998 and 2001 
  - Hasan wrote that he was required to renounce any oaths that required  
    him to defend any man-made constitution over the commandments  
    mandated in Islam. 
  - He further explained that separation of Church and State is an  
    unacceptable attempt to get along with unbelievers, because  
    “Islam was brought to prevail over other religions" and not to be  
    equal with or subservient to them 

San Bernardino attack 2015: 
   - Syed Rizwan Farook , Parkinstani descendant, born in US 
   - Worked as a health department employee, homegrown violent extremists 
   - Inspired by ISIS, pledged to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi  
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Dhaka Bangladesh attack on July 1, 2016: 
  - Eight to 10 armed men entered the restaurant, killed about 20 foreigners 
  - They are in their late teens or early 20s, identified as wealthy men from  
    Bangladesh's elite families, enjoyed affluent western style life 
  - Officials think the attackers may have foreign links including ISIS  

IV.2 Recent terrorisms abroad: 

Nice France attack 2016: 
  - Mohamed Lahouaiej-Bouhlel, a Tunisian residence of France, 31 years old 
  - Drove over people with a cargo truck, killed 84 people and injured 303 
  - Had 3 children, after divorced, had sex with both men and women 
  - Radicalized shortly before the attack and transformed quickly to radical 
  - Recently has been indoctrinated by an Algerian Islamic State in Nice 
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- All the domestic terrorists were US citizens, enjoyed US life 
 

- Attackers of Orlando, Chattanooga and Nice had western style free lives  
  and worried their life styles might be unacceptable by their religion 
 

- The Dhaka killers from affluent families might be brainwashed to  
  believe their western life styles were not acceptable to Allah for Heaven 
 

- San Bernardino and Fort Hood killers believed that US is the country  
  opposing Allah and Muhammad and so is the object of Jihad.  
 

- They believed killing non-Muslims was Jihad (Quran 8:12,13,15-18,  
  Quran 9:29-31) and guaranteed them to go to Heaven (Quran 3:195)  
  with their sins being blotted out 
 

- Those terrorists were inspired by the terrorist groups (Al-Qaeda, Hamas,  
  ISIS, Al-Shabbab, Boko Haram) which are adherents of Muhamad and  
  Quran in Medina 

IV.3 Impact of Medina Quran on Domestic Islamic terrorisms 
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- Islamic terrorism is not necessarily due to the poor living conditions 
  of young Muslims but is due to their religious conviction 
 

- The Medina Qurans and the doctrine of abrogation give the Islamic  
  terrorists solid theological ground for their terrorisms 
 

- Young Muslims enjoying western life styles are easily brainwashed to  
  join in Islamic terrorism as they believe their life styles are not acceptable 
  to Allah and martyr for Jihad is a sure way for their sins to be forgiven  
  and for them to go to Heaven 
 

- Young Muslims from the families of secularist or modernist can be easily 
   recruited by Jihadists because of the Medina Qurans 
 
 

- Islamic terrorism cannot be defeated with military power only 
 

- We need to educate young Muslims:  
     Educate them Medina Qurans are not applicable in modern society 
     Provide a Good News and ultimate hope in Jesus 

IV.4  What to do? 
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V. Muslim Brotherhood4  
(Stealthy Jihadist) 

“Muslim Brotherhood’s work in America is a kind of grand jihad in 
eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within and 
‘sabotaging’ its miserable house by their hands and the hands of the 
believers…” 

Caliphate through a gradual, termite-like approach  
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V.1 Five stages of Islamization of America by Muslim Brotherhood 
 

Phase 1: Arrival 
  When Muslims arrive in US they keep low profile. Many quietly work as  
  students, business owners, and other professionals 
Phase 2: Recognition 
  When a sufficient number of Muslims gather, Muslim Brotherhood requests  
  recognition of Sharia law being applied within their own community 
Phase 3: Penetration 
  When Muslims gain critical mass, they begin to penetrate the host city  
    - Lobby the government and support (pro)Muslim political candidates 
    - File lawsuit against alleged Islamophobia, place imams as chaplains  
      in armed forces, pressure public school with Muslim students to pray  
      toward Mecca 
Phase 4: Confrontation 
   When Muslim become a significant minority, they demand incorporating  
   Sharia law into the legal system of the host city with threat and violence 
Phase 5: Imposition 
   When the Muslim population becomes  majority and/or Islam gains  
   control of a nation Sharia law is imposed on the host society 



V.2  Influence of Muslim Brotherhood on US5  
   

   - Penetrate the highest level of US government with security clearance  
     advising classified counter-Islamic terrorism programs and influence  
     the government 
 

   - Deleting Islam’s violent nature from FBI counter-terrorism manuals 
 

   - Requiring written communication between and from government  
     agencies to be more “Islam-friendly”  
 

   - Pushing for the prosecution of criticizing Islam as hate crimes 
 

   - Increasing number of public university continue to build Muslim only  
     washing facilities  
 

  - To attract and manage Middle Eastern Muslim wealth, an increasing  
     number of US financial institutions are becoming Sharia-compliant 
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V.3 Muslims show of force in US cities6,7  

Dearborn, Michigan: 
 

- Roughly 30% of its residence are Muslims 
 

- Several years ago the city council voted 4-3 to become the first US city to  
   officially implement all aspect of Sharia law 
 

- The city high schools hold girls only proms because Muslim girls are not  
   allowed to socialize or dance with boys.  
 

- Christian students are banned from having Christmas parties,  
  prayer meetings, but Muslims are allowed to pray in school and hold  
  Islamic proms 
 

- Several evangelical Christians were arrested for “disorderly conduct”  
  at Dearborn’s Arab festival for simply passing out Christian literature  
 

- On 31 July 2006,  3,500 Dearborn Muslims marched in support of  
  Hezbollah and shouted: "Jews are diseased!“ 
 

- ACLU, Freedom From Religion Foundation, Americans United for  
  Separation of Church and State remain silent about what is happening in  
  Dearborn  35 



Hamtramck, Michigan: 
 

- The Hamtramck  city council voted unanimously in April 2004 to allow  
  the five-times-per-day Muslim call to prayer to be broadcast over city's  
  loudspeakers although hundreds of long-time residents of city protested  
 

- Prior to the city council making its decision, public input from any citizens  
  (except Muslims) had not been allowed 

Other cities:  
 

- A Skokie School district in Illinois celebrates a Muslim holiday as a  
  school holiday and many public high schools are holding Islamic prayer 
 

- In 2014, Rocky mountain High school of Colorado was first to recite the  
  pledge of Allegiance in Arabic, replacing “one nation under God” with  
  “one nation under Allah”. 
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Muslims show of force on the street of US Cities 

Washington DC New York City 

Los Angeles Dearborn Michigan 

http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/siteupload/2015/01/muslims-against-free-speech.jpg
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V.4 High level Muslim officials in Obama government8  
 

Arif Alikhan: Openly devout Sunni Muslim 
 

  - Appointed as assistant secretary for the Office of Policy Development  
    of Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in 2009 
 

  - Responsible for derailing the LAPD’s effort to monitor radical and   
    potential terrorist activities within the city’s Muslim community 
 

  - Has openly participated in a Muslim Public Affairs Council fundraiser 
    which openly advocates for the Sharia Law takeover of US 
 

Mohammed Elibiary: Well known member of the Muslim Brotherhood 
 

  - In 2011 President Obama appointed Elibiary to a key position of DHS 
 

  - His mentor and long time friend was Hamas terrorist leader Shukri Abu     
    Baker 
 

  - In 2003, he was listed as a board member for CAIR Dallas chapter,  
    which was founded by Hamas operative Ghassan Elashi 
 

  - In Nov. 2013, he took to Twitter to announce that the US was a Sharia-   
    compliant Islamic country 
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Rashad Hussain:  
- Deputy associate counsel to President Obama in 2009 
 

- Special envoy to the Organization of the Islamic Conference in 2010 
 

- Director of Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communication in 2015 
 

- An organizing committee for April 2004 conference sponsored by the  
  American Learning Institute for Muslim (ALIM) whose instructors were  
  prominent Muslim Brotherhood figures 
 

- In August 2008 he published a paper which showed  
   - Policy maker should reject using “Islamic extremist” but use  
     “Al-Qaeda (or ISIS) terrorists” 
   - US should encourage the further development of mainstream Muslim  
     organizations and moderate institutions 
   - The primary cause of broad-based anger and anti-Americanism is not  
     a clash of civilization but the perceived effect of US foreign policy  
     in Muslim world 
 

- He urges Muslim leaders to spread the message that genuine Islam  
  forbids acts of terrorism and extremism 
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Salam Al-Marayati: 
 

- Salam is president and co-founder of the Muslim Public Affairs Council 
 

- In October 2010, the Obama administration appointed Al-Marayati to    
  represent the U.S. government at the annual Organization for Security    
  and Cooperation in Europe human-rights conference 
 

- A current adviser to the Department of Homeland Security 
 

- After the 9/11 attacks, he accused Israel of complicity in the attacks 
 

- He insulted law enforcement and threatened to sever ties with the U.S.   
  government over the use of “anti-Muslim” training materials by the FBI  
  and a U.S. Attorney’s office 
 

- Al-Marayati has repeatedly minimized Islamist terrorism, casting it as a  
  result of depression by the killer 
 

- He minimized the religious motivation of the 2009 Fort Hood shooting  
  massacre by Army psychiatrist Nidal Malik Hasan, saying Hasan may  
  have a complete psychological breakdown 
 

- He said Muslim charities should be unfettered in America, even when  
  they are found to be routing money to terrorists 
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Mohamed Magid: 
 

- Born in northern Sudan in 1965 and immigrated to US in 1987 and  
  became imam in 1997 of a mosque in Sterling Virginia 
 

- In 2011 President Obama appointed Magid to serve  the Department of  
  Homeland Security (DHS) Countering Violent Extremism Working Group 
 

- Ten days after 9/11, he was angered by growing anti-Muslim sentiment  
  among Americans and accused the Bush administration of waging a "war  
  against Islam and Muslims" 
 

- He held a public meeting in 2002, one of attendees is  Nihad Awad,  
  the pro-Hamas who said “This is a war against Islam and Muslims. Bush  
  administration has the Burden of proving otherwise 
 

- Persuaded DHS to erase from its "Countering Violent Extremism"  
  curriculum any suggestion that Muslim terrorism draws its inspiration  
  from the laws and doctrines of Islam 
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Eboo Patel: 
 

- Was appointed to President Barack Obama’s Advisory Council on  
   Faith-Based Neighborhood Partnerships in 2009 
 

- Has ties to Weather Underground terrorist Bill Ayers, and Imam Feisal  
  Abdul Rauf who proposed construction of the "Ground Zero Mosque“ 
 
 

- In late July 2011, Patel participated in a panel alongside Tariq Ramadan 
  (grandson of Muslim Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna) and  
  Siraj Wahhaj (who was named as a possible co-conspirator in the  
  1993 World Trade Center bombing) at the convention held by the  
  Muslim Students Association. 
 

- In 2011 Patel depicted Van Jones, the revolutionary communist who  
  had served several months as President Obama’s “green jobs” czar, as  
  an “American patriot” , a “faith hero,” and one of “the true giants of  
  history.” 

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2169
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2169
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Huma Abedin: Devout Saudi raised Muslim9  
 

  - Deputy Chief of Staff to former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
 

  - She has worked for the Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs, a Sharia law  
    Journal, from 1995 through 2008 
 

  - While Huma was  an editor, the journal published stories opposing  
     women’s right and blamed US policy for the Sept. 11 attacks 
 

  - Her mother still serves as editor-in-chief of the journal 
 

  - Her mother sits on the Presidency Staff Council of the International  
    Islamic Council for Da’wa and Relief, a group chaired by the leader  
    of the Muslim Brotherhood, Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi 
 

  - Her father was a professor in Saudi Arabia who founded the Institute  
    for Muslim Minority Affairs, an institution established by the Saudi  
    Arabia with the support of the Muslim World League 
 

  - The Muslim World League was “perhaps the most significant  
    Muslim Brotherhood organization in the world,” according to former  
    federal prosecutor Andrew C. McCarthy 

For more details check the following website: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VC4ea24_mQ 
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V.5  Muslims in various categories10 
        (from www.IslamicStateOfAmerica.com)  

Secularists Modernists Traditionalists Fundamentalists Jihadists 

Islamists > 50% 

Secularists:           Reject Islam as a guiding force in their lives 
 

Modernists:          “West is best” approach to Islam 
 

Traditionalists:       Islam as a source and treasure to be wisely adapted to the  
                          modern world 
 

Fundamentalists:   Literalists who strive to obey the Quran and Hadith, while  
                          ignoring or rejecting many of the classical traditions of Islam 
 

Jihadists:              Militant Muslims to espouse violence to force all peoples under 
                          Sharia law. Any Muslims who resists are apostate and even  
                          violence is warranted to coerce their submission 

1.6B Muslims worldwide 
10% identified with Jihadists 
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V.6  What to do? 

- Muslim Brotherhood gains strong appeal to Muslim professionals and  
  western educated intellectuals  
 
 

- They Penetrate America without violence and transform gradually  
  into Islam world ruled by Sharia law – Civilization Jihad 
 

- They gain favor in Obama government as a counterpart to violent Islamic  
  terrorists (ISIS, Al Queda, etc.)  
 
 

- Many US cities and schools already adopt a part of Sharia law 
 

- We need to aware of Muslim Brotherhood, stealthy Jihadists, sneaking  
  into US and local governments to implement Sharia law 
 

- We need to aware that their ultimate goal is to change our society to 
  Sharia law abide society and then control us with Islam ideology 



1. http://www.answering-islam.org/Bailey/jihad.html 
2. http://www.meforum.org/3541/salafis-muslim-brotherhood 
3. http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/03/what-isis-really-
wants/384980/ 
4. http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/islam-expansion.html 
5. http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/america-sharia-law.html 
6. http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/zieve/070111 
7. http://nationalreport.net/city-michigan-first-fully-implement-sharia-law/ 
8. http://www.dcclothesline.com/2014/05/01/sharia-advisors-barack-obamas-
muslim-appointees-high-security-positions/ 
9. http://nypost.com/2016/08/21/huma-abedin-worked-at-a-radical-muslim-
journal-for-10-years/ 
10. http://www.islamicstateofamerica.com/ 
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